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CenterLine Officially Launches PinPoint™ Solution
Windsor, Canada, 07/08/2020

CenterLine (Windsor) Limited is proud to officially announce the launch of a new product to our
Configured Product Family. The PinPoint™ Solution is a unique product supplied as a configurable
solution to feed parts into robotic lines and cells. The PinPoint™ Solution is designed to maximize
production throughput, optimize operator utilization, and part flexibility.
According to Larry Koscielski,
Vice President of Process &
Technology Development –
“This solution encapsulates
CenterLine’s best practices and
lessons learned to overcome the
challenges our customers face
with production fastener welding.
The PinPoint™ Solution is all
about versatility. We have created a very simple
concept to allow our customers to adapt to
different scenarios and reliably feed parts into the cell.”

CenterLine PinPoint™ Solution

This intelligent machine tending solution is designed for simple integration and maintenance. In
addition, it provides optimized operator utilization where one operator can load parts on more than
one PinPoint™.
Parts are easily loaded on the pins and as they advance down the PinPoint™ Solution, they find
their natural orientation which positions the parts to be repeatably picked up by the robot. The
PinPoint™ Solution also includes vision validation to ensure the part type and location for robot
pick-up.
A few application examples where the PinPoint™ Solution can be used include:
•
•
•
•

CNC Machine Tending
Build-in-sequence Traceability & Error Proofing
Robotic Pack-out Cells
Plastic Parts Post Processing.
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The PinPoint™ Solution represents a significant
evolution in CenterLine’s existing industry-leading
technology and is consistent with CenterLine’s
corporate vision to develop innovative solutions
that enable our customers to exceed their
operational, customer and profit commitments
while minimizing their risk and stress.
To date, CenterLine has been awarded over
82 patents and has numerous North American and
international patents pending.
For additional details on the PinPoint™
Solution or any of our other advanced automation
configured products, visit our website at
www.cntrline.com or contact us at
info@cntrline.com.
CenterLine PinPoint™

###
About CenterLine (Windsor) Limited
CenterLine (headquartered in Windsor, Ontario) is a Canadian based, privately held corporation,
specializing in advanced automation processes and technologies that satisfy resistance welding, metal
forming, and cold spray application needs. It is established internationally with manufacturing and/or
support facilities situated in the USA, Mexico, Brazil, Germany, Romania, India, and China which help
support our customers’ international operations. With over 60 years of business experience, CenterLine
continues to develop technologies and processes that assist our customers in maintaining their
competitive advantage.
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